
Revolution Running stomatex gilet 
A quick review 

The gilet from Revolution Running is made out of 

something called stomatex – it looks and feel a bit like 

neoprene  with punctured bubbles all over it. 

I have used it in early fall in Denmark and Sweden for day-, 

evening- and night running and will be reviewing it for 

temperatures between 12 – 16 degrees Celsius  in sun, 

wind and rainy conditions. 

Not being your ordinary thin wind gilet it weighs quite a bit more than what you normally 

find in sportshops. 

My kitchen scale says 1514g for my large size. 

It is warm and eliminates wind chill factor on the torso to a degree I find very well. 

The fabric is somewhat stiff which means the wind does not grab on to it but don`t 

expect it to be a slim fit. 

The neck is semi high so there is some protection from the wind there -  something I am 

particular fond of living near the ocean shore. 

I have not felt the cold under the climates described while wearing the gilet and a t-shirt. 

Runners I have met in the test period have worn long sleeved running jackets or even 

thermo underwear to stay warm. 

I sweat a lot and cannot feel a difference in terms of feeling dry wearing the gilet or not. It 

does not make me feel more dry but nor does it make me more sweaty. 

I prefer the gilet for easy runs where pace is set to other runners abilities or so that one 

can run further. 

At app. 90 – 95% of HRM I find the stiff neck a bit in the way but I have loved the gilet for 

especially my night run in the Swedish woods and my evening runs on rainy days in 

Denmark. 

There is a thin line of reflective in the side panel of the gilet but not overly much. 

As I prefer the gilet for colder runs (evening, night and the winter runs at a slow pace) I 

could have wished it was more reflective. The shoulders and neck would be very obvious 

places to place this as they are easily seen. 

For the conditions described I am sure the gilet will serve me for at least 3 seasons. It feels 

very sturdy. A washing guide would be nice though, as I am guessing not many people 

are familiar with the stomatex fabric. 


